Time to unlaptop and go places.

Time to unlapto and go places. The Lenovo IdeaPad Duet 3 Chromebook is the ideal work and play device for the hyper-mobile looking for superior experience with the larger 11" 2K near-borderless display, faster connectivity options, all-day battery life, and the more powerful, fanless and efficient performance of the Snapdragon® 7c Gen 2 Compute Platform to get things done while on the go. Work on the detachable keyboard or take notes and sketch with the stylus pen.

WHY YOU SHOULD BUY THE LENOVO IDEAPAD DUET 3 CHROMEBOOK (11", 7)

Go anywhere, do anything.
Light and thin at 7.9 mm, the IdeaPad Duet 3 Chromebook is made for day trips to the supermarket, park or café, where you can pop in the detachable keyboard to write a journal whenever needed, or remove the folio case and hold it as a camera for a spontaneous chat with your friend living miles away, while flashing style with the iconic dual-tone design. Equipped with a full set of connectivity options, the IdeaPad Duet 3 Chromebook comes with two full-function USB 3.0 Type-C™ ports with data, video and charging capabilities, as well as Bluetooth® 5.1 and WiFi 5 for smooth and stable connections.

More screen, more pixels
Watch Netflix¹ on a more expansive screen and heightened detail and clarity with almost twice the number of pixels on the brilliant 11" 2K display, framed by narrower bezels to yield 15.8% greater active area ratio. The TÜV Rheinland certified low blue light content reduces eye strain as you work or study all day. Scroll, zoom and create more naturally and intuitively with the touchscreen. The 5MP front-facing camera and 8MP rear-facing webcam deliver crisp, clear and detailed streaming, video calling and images.

All-day performance, without the fuss
Stay quick and nimble throughout the day. The Snapdragon® 7c Gen 2 Compute Platform delivers fast, light, fanless and efficient performance on the speedy, secure and simple-to-use Chrome OS. Its energy efficiency and 12 hours² battery means you’ll never have to look for an outlet during the day. With up to 8 GB RAM and 256 GB of storage space, the IdeaPad Duet 3 Chromebook is made for power users who need to store more files and access speed than you can find on the average Chromebook.

Sketch, create, take notes
Sketch, create or take notes on your IdeaPad Duet 3 Chromebook, which features stylus support. Attached via a removable pen clip to the folio case, the stylus pairs quickly and draws just like a real pen, with tilt support for natural-angled brush strokes and lower latency, reducing uplink time by half. The keyboard automatically locks itself as you fold it to the back, so that you can fully focus on the screen.

¹ Netflix is a registered trademark of Netflix, Inc.
² Battery life may vary based on device and upon usage and other conditions.
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SPECIFICATIONS
IP Duet 3 Chrome 11Q727

PERFORMANCE
Processor
Snapdragon® 7c Gen 2 Compute Platform
Operating System
Chrome OS
Memory
LDDR4 : 4 GB / 8 GB
Storage
eMMC : 64 GB / 128 GB / 256 GB
Audio
2 x 1W Stereo Speakers
Battery
Up to 12 Hours

DESIGN
Display
11.0” 2K LCD 5:3; Touchscreen with Stylus support2
Dimension (W x D x H)
(mm) : 258.04 x 164.55 x 7.90
(inches) : 10.16” x 6.48” x 0.31”
Net Weight
Tablet
Starting at 516.5 g (1.14 lbs)
Folio Case
Starting at 429.3 g (0.95 lbs)
Colors
Storm Grey
Misty Blue

CONNECTIVITY
WLAN & Bluetooth®
WiFi 5 802.11 ac
Bluetooth® 5.1 Combo with WiFi Card
Input/Output (I/O) Ports
2 x USB 3.0 Gen 1 (Type-C*)
Pogo-pin

PRELOADED SOFTWARE
• Google Assistant
• Google Play Store
• Android™ Studio

LENOVO SERVICES
Lenovo Premium Care
Premium Care is the hassle-free solution for all your technical support needs. Upgrade your PC’s standard warranty to our front-of-thequeue customer support service and get 24/7 real-person support via phone, chat, or email from experts who provide solutions on your first contact.

Lenovo Accidental Damage Protection
Avoid the hassles of unexpected damage & repair costs. With coverage for drops, spills, electric surges, and broken LCD screens, accidental damage protection makes it easy to repair your PC and ensures your device is up and running fast.

Lenovo Sealed Battery Warranty
Long-lasting battery life is not just a feature but a necessity to help you stay productive and connected all day long. Protect your PC’s sealed battery from degradation, enjoy hassle-free battery replacement service, and safeguard your PC from future battery failure with our Sealed Battery Warranty Service.
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